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Settlement structure

- 1 city with more than 1 million inhabitants
- 5 towns with more than 100,000 inhabitants
- ............... 

In total – 6,250 municipalities:

80% municipalities have less than 1,000 inhabitants

80% Czech inhabitants live in cities.
Proportion of persons 65+

- 2007 - CZ – 14.6%
- 2030 - CZ – 22.8%
- 2030 - UNECE region – 20%
- 2050 - CZ – 31.3%

- And then …???
- Interconnected with fertility …
"Ageing in place" – services and support following people ...

Ageing in the city – services can enable independent living.

Rental sector - flexible enough - can offer adequate housing.
Subsidy programme - „supported rental flats“ construction

- Construction of rental “home-care flats“ for seniors.
- Investors = municipalities or private persons.
- Rents are limited.
Not only buildings ... barrier free public spaces ...
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